WAG Newsletter
December 2019

This page of our December newsletter is very special indeed, so we had to lead with it. The intent
was to present the article in its entirety, but it proved to be much too long and the narratives
were blurry at best. However, photos of the featured artists are provided in the following pages.

Congratulations to the WAM
We’re all very proud of what you’ve accomplished in a few short years.
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December 2019

WAG Newsletter
In A Word . . .

(thoughts from your President)

Happy Holidays, fellow Art Guild members. I am writing this on Thanksgiving, and
finding so much for our Guild to be thankful for.
Many of my thoughts have been triggered by looking at the incredibly fine cover photo
of our Whatcom Art Market on Southside Living’s December edition, reading the
article inside and smiling at the happy members’ faces beaming out of the pages. We
are so fortunate that the chance to create our co-operative came our way in 2010 and
that we had the willing members to get it going and continue to build it since then. It
has become more and more successful for a growing number of our members, as our
annual shows have needed to re-group. Thank you to every member who has been a
part of it, and Peg Alexander and the team for continuing its growth and dynamism.
We wouldn’t be at this point if not for the members who have gone before us. We can
be thankful that a group of passionate arts-minded folks started the Guild almost 60
years ago, and it has continued to attract willing supporters since then. Thank you to
all who bring their ideas and enthusiasm to the game. A big thank you to those who
have served on the Board. Thank you to those who will decide to be part of it in the
future – you have a great tradition to follow.
As a Guild, we do much to fulfill our mission of bringing art, art knowledge and
opportunities to our members and the community, spurred on by the ideas and
enthusiasm of you, our members. I am thankful for those opportunities – monthly
programs, monthly newsletter, venues around town, the Art Market, shows, special
events around and out of town, the Plein Aire group, our new special interest groups,
our new Community Outreach program, our Scholarship program, our websites and
social media. Thank you to all of you who champion these ideas and make them
happen.
I hope your Thanksgiving was relaxing and happy and that you enjoy a peaceful and
fulfilling Holiday season.

Don’t forget to renew your membership for 2020 and think about volunteering for
our still-open Board positions (VP Marketing and Secretary). See you January 14
at our first monthly meeting of 2020! Pat Fisher
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got off to a great start with a successful “meet ‘n greet” at our January
meeting which led to another “meet ’n greet” in September. In fact,
throughout the year we enjoyed many enlightening programs, thanks to
our Program Chair Lorraine Day
WAG artists exhibited their art at The Jansen, Sea Feast, and at eight
various displays at the Colophon and Village Books. In April the WAM
opened it’s doors seven days a week and has enjoyed a steady stream of
patrons since. The team of Caroline Schauer and Kay Dee Powell hosted
the Artist of the Month at every meeting, and for the first time that I can
remember we enjoyed three thought provoking Artist Challenges during
the year thanks in large part to the shared efforts of Beth Roberson, Celia
Clarke, and Karen VerBurg. And we’re fortunate to have the trio hosting
“the Challenge” again next year. Our first ever Swap ‘n Sell raised over
$150 for the Scholarship fun, and late in 2019 Mechel Bell founded the
Acrylic Special Interest Group. Whew!
On a more personal note, I’d like to thank the members for supporting
me as your WAG newsletter editor this year, and I look forward to
introducing emerging artists, intriguing spins on all types of art, and
continuing to share the historical roll which art has played in our lives
and throughout the development of our country.
Lastly, my thanks to Pat Fisher who has served as our President for the
past two years. I don’t know how she found the time and energy to devote
to the WAG and it’s membership, but we’re all very appreciative of her
contributions, her leadership and friendship.

Thanks for a job well done Pat!
New Member
Bob PAZDEN

Play Hide ‘n Seeklook for the smiley face.

And welcome to our incoming President Carol Ann Anderson who has
some very large shoes to fill. So let’s all help Carol Ann and the 2020
board in support of the WAG and WAM in 2020.
Happy Holidays and hope to see you at the January 14th meeting when we
will launch 2020 with our traditional Meet ‘n Greet.
Joyce Norfolk
Editors Note: This newsletter contains 5
(6 counting the smiley
face) all designed to entertain you during the wintery weather. Each of them offers a
prize, so if you’d like to get “a leg up”, go directly to the games/puzzles highlighted
in green in the INDEX, and enjoy the rest of the newsletter at your leisure later.

Heat the tea, grab a cozy throw, and enjoy your newsletter!
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Artists Featured in Southside Living Magazine

Stephanie Strong

Mani Troutman

Kath Piros

Pat Fisher

John & Ginny Seevers

Peg Alexander

JoAnne Wyatt

Beth Roberson

Bev Davis
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Artists Featured in Southside Living Magazine

Elvy Schmoker

Arlene Mortimer

Norma Appleton

Lorraine Day

Kenneth Kearny

James Williamson
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Richard Bulman
Below is an excerpt from the December 2019 issue of Southside Living Magazine.

Acrylic on Engraved Stone

“I made my first piece of

jewelry when I was 9,
cutting, shaping and setting
a stone in a ring for my
mother” describes local artist
Richard Bulman. “I started
painting at age 14 and was
selling by the time I was 15.”

Oil on Canvas

Hand-colored Etching

he and his partner Jim Rich
entertain, and grow all kinds of
ornamental and edible plants
while also providing a habitat
for wildlife.
“Jim and I enjoy being a part
of the local arts and culture
scene,” he says.

Richard goes on to say that
while he may not have been
a “naturally gifted artist,” with
some really great teachers
and family support, he was
able to take his true interest
and become proficient in
achieving what he wanted in
his various works.
Inspired by nature and the
creations of man, his subject
matter includes landscapes,
floral studies portraits and
figure studies, architecture
along with forms and
symbols from ancient
cultures from around the
world. He has even traveled
to many archaeological sites
to do his research and
collect reference material.
Having lived in Fairhaven
since 1991, Richard recalls
beginning work on a barren
strip of land behind his home
26 years ago that has now
become the “Hillside
Garden” a place where

Watercolor

Acrylic on Engraved Stone

he was the model for the Dirty
Dan Harris sculpture in the
Village Green! Richard is also
the model for the portraits of
Dirty Dan in Lanny Little’s
murals in Fairhaven while
playing the part of the Spirit of
D.D. in his movies on the
history of the area.
As an artist for 45 years,
Richard enjoys sharing his art
with people and helping them
see the beauty in the world.
And as a founding member of
the Whatcom Artists Studio
Tour, now in its 25th year, he
helped organize the Fairhaven
Fourth Friday Art Walk.

Oil on Canvas

Over the last ten years, they
have been a part of a group
that dresses in 1890s costumes
while entertaining and
educating people about
Fairhaven’s history.
You can typically see them
during the annual parade in
May. You will likely recognize
Richard as Dirty Dan Harris as

“Being part of Whatcom Art
Market has been a great
experience,” he explains. “I
enjoy the sense of comradery
and encouragement between
the artists, interacting with the
public, and the opportunity to
be a part of a cooperative spirit
that makes our gallery so
special.”
Come into Whatcom Art
Market and see the incredible
work of Richard Bulman! SL

Note: This article appeared in the Southside Living Magazine, December 2019 issue. It has been
re-formatted slightly to achieve a better appearance for the WAG newsletter. – J Norfolk, editor.
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The best of the season to you from all of us at the Art Market! Come see what (and
who!) is new and find those special gifts, unique and locally created. Or something
for yourself?
Our weekly December featured artists are:
Reka Zoltan, watercolors, lithographs and printmaking, December 2-8. Trained in
science and the arts with an international edge, Reka will be demonstrating the art
of woodcuts Friday December 6, 11-4pm.
Judy Bishop, jeweler and photographer, December 9-15, A retired globe-trotting
educator, Judy will be on site Saturday December 14, 1-4pm to meet and talk about
her jewelry and photography.

Kathy Harvey, sketcher, watercolors and acrylics, December 16-22. New to the Art
Market, Kathy will show how to create your own Holiday cards and maybe a
mandala. Come meet, relax and learn how, Thursday December 19, 1-4pm.
Saragrace Wyckoff, creator of herbal soaps and salves, December 23-29. Saragrace
will be in the Art Market, demonstrating how to process herbs and make small gift
bags to add to your Holiday gift list, Tuesday December 24, 11-2pm and Thursday
26, 1-4pm.
Pat Fisher, Huckleberry Threads, December 30-January 5. Do you love color and
texture for your house and yourself? Come see Pat’s handknit and woven pieces and
learn more about local weaving, knitting and crafting opportunities, Friday through
Sunday (January 3-5), noon to 4pm.

Special Events:
The Art Market is decorated for the Holidays and participating in Fairhaven’s
Winterfest until the end of December.
We are open 7 days a week, 10-6pm, closed 2pm Christmas Eve and all day
December 25, 31 and January 1, 2020.
The Art Market is at 1103 11th Street, Bellingham (Fairhaven) and is
the co-operative for members of the Whatcom Art Guild.
Phone number is: 360 738 8564. Website is: whatcomartmarket.org.
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Word Search

Pablo Picasso

PRIZE - $10 to the first person to find all the words, or the person who finds the most words.
1. Open email titled GAMES AND PUZZLES which was emailed to you on Nov 29th.
2. Download and print the WORD SEARCH worksheet attached to the email.
3. Find and circle the word(s) on the list located to the right of the puzzle.
3. Photo, or scan your completed worksheet and email to studiogals@aol.com.

PAINTINGS

PARIS
CANVAS

DIY Christmas Cards

I’ve been creating my own Christmas Cards for some
20 years now and I thought I’d share my tips on how
you can do the same.

Original artwork (print)

The cool thing about doing your own “Art Card” is
witnessing the excitement of those who receive your
card. I didn’t realize how much folks looked forward
to receiving my Christmas card until they started
requesting copies. In fact, several folks requested
cards for various past years which they were missing.
I liken this to promotional giveaways; “collect them
all”. Folks have even framed them so they can display
them year round.

Taking things one step further, I had personalized postage
stamps made from a jpg of the featured art, then displayed it
on the envelope.
To do this go to https://photostamps.com/apps/customizeit
or https://www.zazzle.com. The cost runs a little over $1 per
stamp and all you’ll need is a jpg of your art.
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DIY Christmas Cards

Christmas 2014

Cherish those who have
touched your soul,
and live the spirit of
Christmas year round.

Christmas 2014

Front of card
with art printed
on cardstock

Search on line
for Christmas
card greetings,
or Christmas
poems, or create
your own.

Inside of card

Recommended size for card: 4” X 6” with matching
envelope. Cardstock and envelopes can be found at
Amazon.com, or visit Stamp Adoodle Art & Paper,
Bellingham.
Copy of art applied to
front of cardstock
The Norfolk's
222 Pine Rd
Lynden, WA 98264

Envelope with custom stamp

Back of envelope with applique
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PRIZE - $25 to the first person to correctly match all artists with their work, or the person with
the most correct matches. Record your answers in an email and send to studiogals@aol.com.
Your answer format should resemble the following example: B3 meaning artist B is connected
to artwork 3, etc. If done correctly, you should have a total of 8 alpha-numeric answers.

A

B

1

2

C

D

3

4

E

F

5

6

G

H

7

8
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2nd Place

1st Place

Claudia Weintraub
Blue Green Splash
Alcohol Ink on Tile
Colophon Café

Alice Healy
Polk Reserve
Watercolor
Art Market

3rd Place

Manije Troutman
Monet's Water Lilies
Acrylic
Banner Bank, Cornwall
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C R O S

S W O R D

A SPECIAL PRIZE will go to the first person to complete the puzzle, or to the person with the
most number of correct words. I will contact the winner to discuss their choice of prizes.
1. Open email titled GAMES AND PUZZLES which was emailed to you on Nov 29th.
2. Download and print the CROSSWORD worksheet attached to the email.
3. Photo, or scan your completed worksheet and email to studiogals@aol.com.

This crossword puzzle was created specifically for the
WAG, and for the most part I tried to create easy clues.
Hint: if you’re stumped, copy the clue wording and
GOOGLE search for possible answers. Enjoy!
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Fake!

The Great Masterpiece Challenge
The average museum goer spends less than 30 seconds in front of a work of art.
Researchers even found that most of that time is spent skimming the wall text instead
of looking at the actual piece. In an experiment to slow visitors down, British museums
are hanging fake art alongside their masterpieces.

Typical Snap ’n Share museum goers.

A new British TV show called Fake! The Great Masterpiece Challenge seeks to
relieve that attention deficit by planting seven fake paintings in galleries throughout
the UK and rewarding keen-eyed museum visitors who correctly identify them.
The show hopes to inject a sense of fun in the usual dry, academic tone of art-focused
television programs about centuries-old British paintings. The goal of the contest is to
encourage visitors to take a closer and more critical look at the works of great British
and world artists.

Preferred Art Appreciation
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Which of the Mona Lisa’s above is counterfeit? See answer below.

The concept of Fake! The Great Masterpiece Challenge resembles a fascinating
experiment at the Dulwich Picture Gallery in London where they hung a forged
painting with their collection of Old Masters to showcase the mastery of Chinese art
copiers working in Dafen Village, the world’s biggest art factory.
Fake! The Great Masterpiece Challenge is a kind of “slow art” intervention, a
growing art appreciation movement that encourages visitors to spend more time to

The result has been more family involvement and fun for all.

Six museums are participating in the month-long “heist” and Museum goers
who report the fakes they discover will be entered in the contest for Britain’s
top fake art spotter. The winner will receive $6,500 US (£5,000).

The painting on the left is real . . . . . . . .the painting on the RIGHT is counterfeit.
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PRIZE - $10 to the first person to find the item in both photos below.
1. Open email titled GAMES AND PUZZLES which was emailed to you on Nov 29th.
2. Download and print the HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT worksheet attached to the email.
3. Find and circle the item in each photo.
4. Photo, or scan your completed worksheet and email to studiogals@aol.com.

ABOVE: find the WOLF

BELOW: find the BIRD
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There were a record 37 entries for the
November Artist Challenge. The theme
was Water World and here are the top
five vote-getters and their work.

KUDOS to the Artist Challenge Team of
Beth Roberson, Karen VerBurg, and
Celia Clarke who put together three
thought-provoking challenges in 2019.
And we’re all pleased that the Challenge
Team will stay on for 2020!
Cristal McQueen
1st Place

Thanks Ladies

Acrylic string pull with
resin finish

Manije Troutman
3rd Place
Oil

Joyce Norfolk
4th Place
Colored Pencil

Beth Roberson
2nd Place
Watercolor

Caroline Schauer
5th Place
Acrylic
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“The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone” by artist Thomas Moran on display at The Smithsonian.

Continuing our countdown of the top 10 popular
National Parks, Yellowstone National Park comes
in at 1st place. This is no surprise since Yellowstone
is also America’s 1st National Park.
Located mostly in Wyoming, with small sections in
Montana and Idaho, Yellowstone was established by
Congress and signed into law by President Ulysses S.
Grant on March 1, 1872.
The park spans an area of 3,468 square miles,
comprising lakes, canyons, rivers and mountain
ranges. Yellowstone Lake (below) is one of the largest
high-elevation lakes (over 7,000 feet) in North
America and is centered over the Yellowstone
Caldera (below) which is the largest supervolcano on
the continent. Half of the world's geysers and
hydrothermal features are in Yellowstone.

Yellowstone Lake

Yellowstone Caldera
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“The Great Blue Spring of The Lower Geyser Basin” by artist Thomas Moran

Renown painter Thomas Moran's (1837-1926) impact on Yellowstone was great, and
was critical to the creation of Yellowstone National Park. In 1871 during a forty day
geological expedition of the wilderness area, Moran visually documented over 30
different sites and produced a diary of the expedition's progress and daily activities.

Shoshone Falls on the Snake River (1875)

His sketches, along with photographs produced by survey member William Henry Jackson,
captured the nation's attention and helped inspire Congress to establish the Yellowstone
region as the first national park in 1872. Together their work revealed the scale and splendor
of the beautiful Yellowstone region where written or oral descriptions failed, persuading
President Grant and Congress that Yellowstone was to be preserved.

The Chasm of the Colorado (1873-74)
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“Grand Prismatic Spring”, located in the Midway Geyser Basin,
is the third largest geyser in the world.

Some 200 years ago, fur trappers were trekking through Wyoming and stumbled on
what they described as a “boiling lake.” The Grand Prismatic Spring (pictured above)
is the largest hot spring in America and the third-largest in the world.

“Morning Glory Geyser” in the Upper Geyser Basin.

Containing over 150 geysers, it’s the Park’s largest geyser basin, and in fact, the
world's largest single concentration of hot springs.
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CANARY SPRINGS (Mammoth Hot Springs)
So named for its bright yellow color. Looking
other-worldly, Canary Springs owes its brilliance
to sulfur-dependent fibrous bacteria.

TRAVERTINE TERRACES
(Mammoth Hot Springs)
These features are unique and can be found
predominantly in Mammoth Hot Springs.
Unlike other areas which have a thin surface
layer and the features largely unseen, these
features are mountains all their own with
cascading appearance coated in almost ice
or chalk looking flow.

The Terraces are some of the most rapidly
changing formations in the park due to
exposure and constant flow of minerals
which shape the landscape in way no others
can.
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Geysers are hot springs that erupt periodically. The eruptions are the result of super-heated
water below-ground becoming trapped in channels leading to the surface. The world has about
1000 geysers. Roughly half of those, 500 geysers lay located in Yellowstone National Park.
Hot Springs are similar to geysers, but their underground channels
are large enough to allow rapid circulation of water. About 50 hot
springs and colorful limestone terraces lie within the area of
Yellowstone known as Mammoth Hot Springs.

Castle Geiser

Old Faithful erupts about every 92 minutes,
and shoots water 135 feet into the air. It was
discovered in 1870 and is the most famous
geyser in America.

Artists' Paint Pot is a small hydrothermal area that
includes colorful hot springs and two large mudpots.
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PRIZE - $10 to the first one to find all the objects, or the one who finds the most objects.
1. Open email titled GAMES AND PUZZLES which was emailed to you on Nov 29th.
2. Download and print the HIDDEN OBJECTS worksheet attached to the email.
3. Find and circle the items on the list found at the bottom of the worksheet.
4. Photo, or scan your completed worksheet and email to studiogals@aol.com.

SWORD
TOPHAT
PERFUME BOTTLE

BOOKMARK
MOTH
FAN

FEATHER
MINK COAT
POCKET WATCH

BANANNA
CAKE
LION

FORK
LEMON
STRAWBERRY
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CALL TO ARTISTS
Village Books 2020

Would you like to display your work at Village Books?

We're currently accepting applications for 2020. Each artist selected will
display (and, hopefully, sell!) their work for one month.

This venue is open to all WAG 2D artists.
Village Books (Fairhaven) is a high exposure venue and is an excellent
opportunity for all levels of artists, seasoned and newly emerging, to
display their talents. We especially like to use Village Books for emerging
artists, and encourage everyone to apply, even if they’ve never done a
show.
If interested, email Venue Chair, Linda Smith at terecielarts@gmail.com
and Linda will forward the necessary forms for you to complete and return.
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IT’S TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP . . . . .

Current WAG memberships will expire on December 31, 2019.
To renew your membership, simply print out the renewal form (attached on
following page), fill out by hand, then mail it along with a check (made out to
WAG) to: WAG Membership, PO Box 3005, Bellingham, WA 98227. Just a
reminder; the new dues fee is $50.

Renewals must be accompanied by a completed form. If you do not have access
to a printer, simply hand write the necessary information (requested on form)
on a sheet of paper.
Memberships that have not been renewed by Feb 11, 2020 will be inactivated.
Inactive members will not be able to participate in any member only activities
such as venues, Artist of the Month, etc. If you enjoy Artist of the Month,
venues, WAM, group shows, etc., remember to mail your form and check to
WAG. If you prefer to charge your membership dues, you can stop in at WAM
and pay via credit card. The Art Market is open 7 days a week.
Should you have any questions or concerns, contact the Membership Director,
Mechel Bell at artbymechel@yahoo.com.
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